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Abstract
There are concerns about whether accelerating worldwide loss of biodiversity will adversely affect
ecosystem functioning and services such as forage production. Theoretically, the loss of some species or
functional groups might be compensated for by changes in abundance of other species or functional
groups such that ecosystem processes are unaffected.
A simulation model was constructed for carbon and nitrogen transfers among plants and functional
groups of microbes and soil fauna. The model was based on extensive information from shortgrass prairie,
and employed stabilizing features such as prey refuges and predator switching in the trophic equations.
Model parameters were derived either from the literature or were estimated to achieve a good fit between
model predictions and data. The model correctly represented (i) the major effects of elevated atmospheric
CO2 and plant species on root and shoot biomass, residue pools, microbial biomass and soil inorganic
nitrogen, and (ii) the effects on plant growth of manipulating the composition of the microbial and faunal
community. The model was evaluated by comparing predictions to data not used in model development.
The 15 functional groups of microbes and soil fauna were deleted one at a time and the model was run to
steady state. Only six of the 15 deletions led to as much as a 15% change in abundance of a remaining
group, and only two deletions (bacteria and saprophytic fungi) led to extinctions of other groups.
Functional groups with greater effect on abundance of other groups were those with greater biomass or
greater number of consumers, regardless of trophic position. Of the six deletions affecting the abundance
of other groups, only three (bacteria, saprophytic fungi, and root-feeding nematodes) caused as much as
10% changes in indices of ecosystem function (nitrogen mineralization and primary production). While
the soil fauna as a whole were important for maintenance of plant production, no single faunal group had a
significant effect. These results suggest that ecosystems could sustain the loss of some functional groups
with little decline in ecosystem services, because of compensatory changes in the abundance of surviving
groups. However, this prediction probably depends on the nature of stabilizing mechanisms in the system,
and these mechanisms are not fully understood.
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